Abstract: Five funerary inscriptions and an inscribed boundary stone, which were brought from surrounding villages to the Karaman Museum, are introduced in this contribution. In these inscriptions some new indigenous personal names are documented: Sis (no. 1), Mamoas (no. 2), Inne (no. 3), Vitres and Kilamosis (no. 5). In the first inscription the personal name Pigramos, which was only known from the Lycian inscriptions, is attested for the first time outside Lycia. A figure of a horseman on the altar (no. 3), represented by the name Cassius, also appears on a very similar tomb stone preserved in the Konya Museum. It is possible that both of these stones were produced by the same stone-cutter, with the name Cassius on both stones representing the same person, probably a nobleman or a stone-cutter. The fourth inscription documents a scholarios (imperial guard) named Paulos. In the boundary inscription (no. 6) a new place name is recorded as Takseasou in the genitive case. In addition to these, two published inscriptions from the museum are republished with new readings under the heading corrigenda et addenda. In the first (no. 7), a personal name misread as Ilathyia is corrected to Flavia. In the second (no. 8), a certain freedman of the Emperor by the name of M. Ulpius is recorded as tabularius. He was probably an accountant on an imperial estate given the provenance of the inscription (Sudurağı). Keywords: Anatolian personal names; scholarius; diaconos; tabularius; libertus Augusti; imperial estate; Isauria; Lycaonia; Karaman.
No. 1. A funerary stele erected by Nestor for his son and daughter ( Fig. 1) Inv. No.: -. The limestone stele was brought from the village of Akarköy (formerly Losta/Zosta) 2 to the museum. Akarköy is 4 km. west of Özyurt village (formerly Bosola/Posala) 3 to the northwest of Hacıbaba Dağı and 35 km. west of Karaman, in the region of Lycaonia. The top side of the stele is broken. It probably had a triangular pediment with relief as the traces of the figures remain above the inscription. The space beneath the inscription is adorned with the waterleaf. There is evidence of red colouring remaining in some letters and there are also areas of sky blue pigment visible on several parts of the surface, which might well have been the backround colour for the red letters, it is also noteworthy that a white support for the blue pigment is clearly visible. 4 Based on the style of letters, the inscription should date from the Roman imperial period. 4 For further on this matter see the article entitled "Not just the shadows on the stone: the Greek, Lycian and Roman craft of encaustica -ἔνκαυσις and polishing -γάνωσις of coloured inscriptions, of grapho -γράφω and its studyepigraphy" by T. M. P. Duggan in the next volume of this journal.
5 Zgusta 1964 Zgusta , § 1255  LGPN VB, p. 352. 6 Further to the association between the names Pigramos and Lycia, there is the choice of the colours employed for this text, as many of the published Lycian inscriptions are coloured in a blue-red combination, see Fellows 1841, 198 According to the villagers inhabiting this area, much ancient architectural materials and some inscribed stones were taken away from the settlement of Bağdat Kırı to the surrounding villages. The face of the stone is divided into two panels and four figures were carved in relief on both friezes. In the central space of the upper frieze, a woman and a child stand between two columns with arch. The woman touches to the head of the child holding a rule in the left hand. On the left side, a man standing holds a round object in his left hand. On the right side, another man keeps the hilt of the sword at his waist. In the lower frieze are reliefs depicting a man standing and three women. All of the women in the relief wear a headcovering and a tunic on a long dress overhanging the shoes. All of men are depicted in a dress at the knee level. Some of the figures put their right hands on their chests. The inscription dates from the Roman imperial period from the paleography. Dimensions: H: 92 cm; W: 65 cm; D: 37 cm; L.H: 1,5-3 cm. [
[
.]as, daughter of Mamoas, erected (this stele) for herself and (her) mother and Kibadas and Inna and (her) daughters and Serapion and Serapi-in honour and goodwill of (them). […]eites completed (the stele).
L. 1: [.] ας is the name of the tomb owner in the nominative case. A new personal name in the genitive case Μαμοου, the father's name of the tomb owner, should be in the nominative case as Μαμοας. A similar indigeneous personal name Βαβοας, which has only seen in the inscriptions from Isauria to date, is documented in the genitive form as Βαβοου.
12 ἑατήν = ἑαυτήν. ---] can be one of the names Σεραπία, Σεραπιάς, Σεράπιος etc. There is incomprehensibly no information regarding the family bond of Kibadas, Inna, Serapion and Serapi-. Eight people are depicted in the relief. In the inscription there are five persons mentioned by name and the unnamed mother and daughters of the tomb owner. If all of the people in the inscription were represented by the figures carved in the relief, the number of unnamed daughters should be two. No. 4. An inscribed slab belonging to the tomb of the scholarius Paulos (Fig. 5) Inv. No.: 4159. According to the inventory registration the provenance of the tomb lid was Karaman. The tomb lid was carved from grey stone in a large rectangular form and its back side was unworked. The edges of the lid are bordered by two lines, the space between which is decorated with leaf motives. The space between the border lines was divided into three unequal parts. In the first space there is an inscription of 3 lines. The middle part was decorated with three inverted archs. In the middle of other part, a large cross carved within three nested circles, and four circular motifs were placed at the corners of the space. An eigth-leaf motif, possible a tulip, was carved above the cross. Zgusta 1964 Zgusta , § 1517 19 Zgusta 1964 Zgusta , § 1035 Zgusta 1964, § 471-3. 21 Sterrett 1888, 61 no. 91; 92-93 no. 154; 104 no. 176. 22 Zgusta 1964, § 66-8. 23 Some epigraphic documents for this term : CIG 8869; SEG 37, 1076; MAMA I, 280 and VII, 225 (σχολάρις) ; IPrusias ad Hypium 120; Kalkan -Şahin 1995, 139 no. 2 (= SEG 45 151) .
24 Jones 1964, 613-614. No. 5. No. 6. Boundary stone of Aur. Theophila (Fig. 7) Inv. No.: -. The boundary stone, a limestone cylinder carrying a nine-line inscription, was brought from the village of Ekinözü near Sudurağı (see No. 4) and the famous Lycaonian city of Derbe 30 located at the place called today Devri Şehir 31 , about 20 km. to the North-East of Karaman. The letter xi (Ξ) in the name of Maximianus in fifth line was written as leftware sigma like . The same letter is seen in the seventh line. Dimensions: the current height: 100 cm; diameter: 40 cm; L.H.: 3,5-4 cm. 25 Ballance 1964, 139. 26 LGPN I, p. 409.
27 Kahrstedt 1927, 710-711. 28 LGPN I, IIIB, IV, VA.
29 Zgusta 1964 Zgusta , § 1013 30 Ruge 1905, 237. 31 Ballance 1964, 139-140; Zgusta 1984, § 253 . Concerning the previous attempts at the localisation of Derbe, see Ballance 1957 and Taylor 1994 , 1221 -1222 (Mendel 1902, 227 ) Fig. 4b ) Drawing of the stele (Ramsay 1906, 12) 
